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Light Extraction Improvement for LED
COB Devices by Introducing a Patterned

Leadframe Substrate Configuration
Zong-Tao Li, Qing-Hui Wang, Yong Tang, Cheng Li, Xin-Rui Ding, and Zhi-Hong He

Abstract— We propose a patterned leadframe substrate (PLS)
configuration for light-emitting diode chip-on-board devices
(LED COBs) with regular triangular structures on it. The
mechanism of this method is analyzed through ray dynamics,
which indicate that the light-propagating regimes are consid-
erably different as the structure inclination angle α changes.
For typical encapsulant materials (refractive index = 1.41),
the optimal α is 22.5° ∼ 45°. Then the performance of LED
COB devices with PLS configurations are verified through
3-D Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations as well as experimental
measurements. Results show that the light-extraction efficiency
is significantly improved. A simulated enhancement of 42% and
a measured enhancement of 41.07% are observed. These results
are in good consistency with the ray dynamic analysis, confirming
our predictions about PLS methods. Furthermore, we find that
such an LED COB configuration also provides a way to change
the angular distribution of intensity from half-peak side angle
101.84° to 141.80°. The findings of our work represent a new
concept for LED COB packaging design of great practicality in
building lighting systems.

Index Terms— Chip-on-board devices, light-emitting diodes
(LEDs), light extraction improvement, patterned leadframe
substrate (PLS).

I. INTRODUCTION

L IGHT-EMITTING diodes (LEDs) are typically used as
indicators on electronic equipments, backlight units, for

liquid crystal displays, outdoor full-color displays, and general
lights [1]–[4], due to their high efficiency, high reliabil-
ity, low cost and environmental friendly features. In prac-
tice, LEDs are manufactured into single-chip component or
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integrating chip-on-board (COB)-packaged devices. Never-
theless, the light-output efficiency remains low because of
the total internal reflection that occurs at the interfaces in
such devices. One is the chip-encapsulant interface; the high
refractive index difference of the materials (GaN ≈ 2.5,
silicone ≈ 1.4 ∼ 1.6) results in the poor light out-coupling
with the critical angle θ c of 34° ∼ 40° for TIR. The other one
is the encapsulant-air interface (silicone ≈ 1.4 ∼ 1.6, air = 1)
and the critical angle θ c is as small as 38° ∼ 45°. These
practically immutable small θ c trap the emitted light, as most
of the light propagates back and forth inside the devices and
fails to emit outwardly [5], [6]. Previous studies have reported
that, by using wafer level approaches (e.g., textured surfaces
[7], [8], patterned sapphire substrates (PSSs) [9]–[11], and
photonics crystals [12]), or optimized package structures (e.g.,
domed-shaped encapsulant lenses [13], [14], gradient refrac-
tive index encapsulant [15], [16], and roughened leadframe
substrates [17], [18]), the light-extraction efficiency (LEE)
was greatly improved. However, there were confinements and
restrictions that prevented the implemention of above methods
to all LED products, especially the COB-packaged devices,
whose thermal performance was much better than that of
single-chip components [19], [20]. In such types of devices,
the LED chips were die-bonded to a large leadframe substrate
with a luminous area as large as 7.61 cm2 [21]. As is evident,
the domed-shaped lens was not a feasible method because the
huge lens would waste a large amount of silicone and expand
the device to an unacceptable volume. On the other hand,
although the roughened leadframe substrates could improve
the extraction efficiency by more than 27%, the random profile
meant that the structural parameters were difficult to control or
optimize, which would induce consistency problems in mass
productions. So to the best of our knowledge, conventional
LED COBs with flat encapsulants and specular reflective
substrates now dominate most of the market. Descriptions of
LEE issues for large area LED COBs still quite lack in neither
literatures nor industries.

In this paper, a new method of improving the COB LEE
based on a novel patterned leadframe substrate (PLS) con-
figuration consisting of regular triangular structures is pro-
posed. Using ray dynamics, the mechanism for this method
is analyzed and optimized. Both PLS LED COBs and con-
ventional LED COBs are fabricated. Experimental results
show that the LEE of this PLS COB configuration has been
significantly improved compared with that of the conventional

0018-9383/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. LED COBs of conventional configurations. (a) PLS configurations.
(b) Two extreme cases of redirections occur on the top or at the bottom of
the slope (c) and (d).

configuration. In addition, the angular distribution of inten-
sity is measured, which indicates that the PLS can be
used as a method to obtain different half-peak side angles.
The findings of this work represent a new concept for
LED COB packaging design of great practicality in building
lighting systems.

II. MODELING

Fig. 1 (a) shows a conventional LED COB configuration.
Chips are mounted on a flat specular reflective substrate (e.g.,
substrate from HITACHI) sealed with silicone. In white light
applications, chips are coated with phosphor (in wafer-level)
for downconverting blue light to yellow-green light. It is
assumed that the chip has a Lambertian radiation pattern.
Rays with an incident angle larger than θ c (38° ∼ 45°) will
be totally internally reflected and propagate in the packaging
structure, before finally being absorbed by the materials [22].

A PLS consisting of regular triangular structures is pro-
posed, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Reflections occurring on
the slope of structures can redirect the trapped rays inside
the encapsulant and decrease the re-incident angle to the
encapsulant-air interface (e.g., ray 1). As a result, more light
would be out-coupled and the COB LEE could be improved.

The bottom row of Fig. 1 also shows one of the triangular
structures on the PLS that is analyzed in this paper. The
triangular structures with an inclination angle α are on the
top surface of the substrate, where the chips are mounted. As
mentioned above, a large amount of emitted light is internally
reflected from the encapsulant-air interface. Here, only the
situation where rays that are incident to the slope on the left
side are considered. The other side has the same ray dynamics
and so will not be discussed. We consider two extreme cases:
1) when redirection occurs on the top of the slope and 2) when
it occurs at the bottom—these cases are shown in Fig. 1(c)
and (d), respectively. In case 1), the left boundary ray is
almost parallel with the left slope and the right boundary ray
propagates horizontally, while in case 2), the left boundary
ray maintains the same direction and the right boundary ray
is now the ray incident along the right slope. It is obvious
that with the change in the inclination angle α, the rays will
be reflected, and they will propagate in different directions.
Consequently, the inclination angle α is the key parameter in
this method.

A. Light-Propagating Regime

The fundamental idea for LEE enhancement in our design
is to guide the trapped light out of the encapsulant with as few
reflections as possible to minimize energy losses—suppose
the inclination angle α is close to 90°, making the triangular
structure look sharp, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). When ray 1 is
traced, the results show that it will propagate downward with
a tendency to become trapped deeper inside the triangular
structure, namely, the light-trapping regime, which must be
prevented in LED COBs. To illustrate how the light-trapping
regime is avoided, we consider another case, where the incli-
nation angle α is smaller and the slope is gentler, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The worst-case situation is when ray 1 approaches
at an angle of 0° + δ (δ → 0°) between the incident direction
and the left slope. After the first reflection, ray 1 is incident on
the right slope, and if the angle between this second incident
direction and the right slope downward direction is less than
90°, as shown in Fig. 2(b), ray 1 will be redirected upward,
getting another opportunity to escape from the encapsulant-
air interface (here, we call this the light-extraction regime).
From this, we may extract the following principle regarding
the inclination angle α : 2α − δ < 90° (δ → 0°); hence, we
may infer that α < 45°.

B. Light-Extraction Optimization

There are two special rays that escape from the triangular
structure and propagate upward to the encapsulant-air interface
with a re-incident angle θ ′ equaling the original incident angle
θ , as shown in Fig. 2(c). The first one is the ray with an
incident angle θ = 90°–2α with respect to the encapsulant-
air interface (here, we call it boundary A), which propagates
horizontally after the first redirection, and the second one is
the ray with an incident angle θ = α with respect to the
encapsulant-air interface (here, we call it boundary B), which
is normally incident on the slope. These two rays are very
important boundaries, and they divide the whole incident range
into three regions with distinct ray dynamics, which strongly
influence the LED COB LEE.

As for the totally internally reflected rays in Region 1
(ranging in incidence angle from the left boundary ray to
boundary A) with an emergent angle θ from the encapsulant-
air interface, a double reflective-redirection effect will occur,
as shown in Fig. 3 (Region 1). The re-incident angle θ ′ to the
encapsulant-air interface would change to ±(180° − θ − 4α)
after these redirections, which is smaller than the original θ .
With this re-incident angle θ ′, the rays may escape more easily.

The rays in Region 2 (ranging from boundary A to bound-
ary B) can be divided into two sub-regions, as shown in
Fig. 3 (Region 2). Rays in Sub-region A experience a double
reflective-redirection, and the re-incident angle θ ′ becomes
180°−θ−4α, while only a single reflective-redirection occurs
for the rays in sub-region B, which would cross the apex of
the right slope after the first reflection, leading to a re-incident
angle θ ′ = θ + 2α. However, either of these situations would
enlarge the re-incident angle and increase the difficulty of out-
coupling the rays.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Light-trapping regime in PLS COBs (a) Light-extraction regime in PLS COBs. (b) Two special rays divide the whole range of incident angles into
three regions (c).

TABLE I

TRANSFORMATION RULES OF RAY REDIRECTIONS

Regions Transformation Rules
Possible to

Be Extracted

Left Boundary Ray θ ′ = ±(180o − θ − 4α) < θ
Yes

Region 1 θ ′ = ±(180o − θ − 4α) < θ

Boundary A θ ′ = θ No

Region 2
Sub-region A θ ′ = 180 − θ − 4α > θ

No
Sub-region B θ ′ = θ + 2α > θ

Boundary B θ ′ = θ No

Region 3 θ ′ = ±(2α − θ) < θ
Yes

Right boundary ray θ ′ = ±(2α − θ) < θ

Fig. 3. Ray dynamics in different regions. θ : original incident angle;
θ : re-incident angle.

Region 3 (for rays with incidence angle ranging from
boundary B to the right boundary ray) is similar to the
Region 2 Sub-region B, in that rays are incident on the left
slope and experience a single reflection and then propagate
upward to the encapsulant-air interface, as shown in Fig. 3
(Region 3). The re-incident angle θ ′ changes to ±(2α − θ),
which is also less than the original incident angle.

The transformation rules between the original incident angle
θ and the re-incident angle θ ′ are listed in Table I. These rules
may be summarized by stating that rays in Regions 1 and 3

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the patterned structure on the overlap
strategy.

may be redirected and out-coupled from the encapsulant-air
interface. This is because it is possible to decrease the re-
incident angle of rays in these regions to a value less than the
critical angle θ c (38° ∼ 45°) with proper structure inclination
angle design. Unfortunately, redirections that occur to rays
in Region 2 will enlarge the re-incident angle, and at least
one more redirection is required for light out-coupling in this
region. To maximize the light-output power (LOP) for COBs,
rays in Regions 1 and 3 must be extracted with the first
redirection. For this purpose, we substitute the boundary rays
(θ = 90°−α, θ = 90°−2α in Region 1 and θ = α, θ = 90°−α
in Region 3) into the rules, and we get

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

|180o − (90o − α) − 4α| < θc

|180o − (90o − 2α) − 4α| < θc

|α| < θc
|2α − (90o − α)| < θc

(1)

yielding
{

30o + θc
3 > α > 45o − θc

2
θc > α > 45o − θc

2 .
(2)

As for the encapsulant of refractive index n < 1.41, the
optimal α is 30°+θ c/3 > α > 45°−θ c/2, while for refractive
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Fig. 5. Photographs of the surface finishing and the assembly procedure for (a) PLS LED COBs. (b) Conventional COBs. (The conventional COB looks
gray after utilizing a side lighting camera system [19]).

indices n ≥ 1.41, the optimal α is θ c > α > 45° − θ c/2. So,
in a typical application with a silicone encapsulant, n = 1.41,
and the optimal α is: 22.5° ∼ 45°.

III. VERIFICATION METHODS

A. Simulation

There are a variety of triangular structures, among which the
inverted-cone pattern is a popular one. In this section, both
conventional substrates and PLSs of size 50 × 50 × 2 mm
are modeled for 3-D Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations.
A series of models with different cone-inclination angles
α are taken into consideration. A 26 × 26 mm quadrate
luminous area surrounded by a PET border is located in
the center of the substrate. In order to make the most of
the benefits of patterning, we use an overlap strategy in the
PLS design, as shown in Fig. 4. 15 pieces of 0.6 × 0.6 mm
blue GaN LED chips are mounted on the substrates, sealed
with a layer of encapsulant. The chips are in 3 columns by
5 rows with 5.25 mm column-to-column and 3.75 mm row-
to-row distances. Such an arrangement with sufficient distance
between each two chips would reduce the chip-to-chip light
absorptions, lowering the effect of chip arrangement on the
light extraction issues. And the arrangements in different COB
configurations are kept the same for fair comparison. The
thicknesses of the chip and encapsulant are 0.15 and 0.5 mm,
respectively. In addition, the reflectivity of the substrate sur-
face is 90.7%, consisting of 89.95% specular reflectivity and
0.75% diffuse reflectivity [23], and the refractive index of the
encapsulant is assumed to be 1.41. The chips emit light with
a Lambertian angular distribution of intensity. 150, 000 rays
are traced in these simulations, which is sufficient to obtain
ergodicity.

B. Experimental Methods

As a means of further verification, LED COBs with PLSs
as well as the conventional substrates are fabricated. Several
different α values including 15°, 25°, 30°, 45°, and 55° are

Fig. 6. LOP measurements of LED COBs.

used for the inclination angles of the inverted cones in the
PLSs made by microdrilling (in mass production, stamping
process is preferred for cost-effective considerations). To guar-
antee that the inclination angles are correct, the tool-angles
are inspected before and after the drilling procedure. Liquid
injection cooling is used, and 15 platforms are reserved for
chip assembly. The conventional substrates are manufactured
as flat planes. Polishing is used for surface finishing of the
cones and flat surfaces. Finally, all the surfaces are electro-
plated with silver. The resulting roughness of the surface is
below 0.5 μm, which makes the surface look like a mirror.
Then, 15 pieces of 0.6 × 0.6 mm Epistar blue GaN LED
chips are mounted on the reserved platforms with silver paste.
A 5-series and 3-parallel wire-bonding connection is
employed, as shown in Fig. 5. 6301 Dow Corning silicone
(n ≈ 1.41) is used as the encapsulant material.
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Fig. 7. Simulated LEE and measured LEE of conventional COBs (inclination
angle α = 0°) and PLS COBs (inclination angle α > 0°).

An integrating sphere from Instrument Systems is applied
for the LOP measurements, and a temperature control plate
based on a semiconductor-refrigerator is employed to keep the
substrate at 25 ± 2 °C. The COBs are powered by a Keithley
2400 DC source, as shown in Fig. 6. A drive current ranging
from 60 mA to 180 mA, in 15 mA steps, is used for the
measurements.

Lastly, the angular distributions of intensity are investigated.
The luminous intensity sensor is 316 mm away from the test
zone (CIE test method condition A). Data are recorded for
every 1° increment by a Labsphere spectrograph system.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Results

Fig. 7 shows the simulated LEE. The inclination angle
α = 0° represents the LEE of the conventional COBs. The
variation of the LEE versus inclination angle clearly indicates
that the PLS LED COBs have higher extraction efficiency than
the conventional COBs. For inclination angles α from 0° to
25°, the LEE of the PLS LED COBs increases rapidly, as does
the number of rays that are redirected and out-coupled. Also,
in the angle range between 25° and 45°, the LEE of the PLS
LED COBs becomes saturated, and a maximum enhancement
of 42% over that of conventional COBs is achieved. However,
for angles exceeding 45°, the LEE of the PLS COBs
decreases, which is because the light-trapping regime may
occur, and rays experience a repetitive reflection in the cones.
Consequently, the optimal inclination angle range is from 25°
to 45° in our simulation models. These results agree well
with the theoretical analysis, supporting our predictions.

B. Experimental Results

Fig. 8 shows the experimental results for the LOP mea-
surements of different COBs, which indicate that the LED
COBs with PLSs have higher LOP than that of the conven-
tional COBs. The measured LOP is enhanced by 12.18%,
31.46%, 39.02%, 40.08%, and 18.78% for inclination angles
α = 15°, 25°, 30°, 45°, and 55°, respectively, at a drive
current of 50 mA DC. The LOP slightly increases as the

Fig. 8. Comparison between measured LOP of conventional COBs and PLS
COBs.

Fig. 9. Angular distribution of intensity for different configurations.

drive current increases, reaching maximum enhancements of
12.95%, 32.18%, 40.00%, 41.41%, and 19.45% at 300 mA
and yielding average values of 12.40%, 31.64%, 39.46%,
41.07%, and 19.08%. The average enhancements are also
plotted in Fig. 7 for comparison with the simulated results.
These improvements are mainly due to the following two
reasons. First, the patterns (inverted cone array) redirect
rays after TIR and guide more rays to escape from the
encapsulant-air interface. Second, the accumulating heat inside
the encapsulant material decreases as a result of a higher
LEE. Hence, the quantum efficiency rises because of the lower
junction temperature [24], [25]. The inset of Fig. 8 shows a
photograph taken during the experiments. As can be observed,
the LED COBs with a PLS redirect more light out of the
encapsulant material and make the luminous area brighter.
The experimental results present an approximately 8%
maximum error compared with the simulations, which could
be properly explained with respect to ideal assumptions in
theoretical analysis and machining tolerances in practice;
particularly, the surfaces of the cones could not be perfectly
polished and the encapsulant materials tend to slightly shrink
during the curing procedure, the extent of these effects is
difficult to estimate and to reflect in the simulations. How-
ever, the tendencies of the simulated results are in good
agreement with the experimental findings, confirming the
enhancements of the LEE that come from employing PLS
methods.
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Fig. 9 presents the angular distributions of the intensity
of different COBs. As a result of the ray redirection effect,
for inclination angles α < 30°, more light is focused to the
center area, and consequently, the half-peak side angle of the
PLS COBs becomes narrower. However, for inclination angles
α near 45°, the rays are redirected to a wide space again,
and the half-peak side angle becomes large. The half-peak
side angle of the PLS COBs are 135.82°, 111.90°, 101.84°,
133.44°, and 138.60° for inclination angles α = 15°, α = 25°,
α = 30°, α = 45°, and α = 55°, respectively, while that of
a conventional COB is 141.80°. So it is possible to achieve
the expected luminous distributions with the half-peak side
angle ranging from 101.84° to 141.80° once the inclination
angle α is properly designed with PLS COB configurations.
These effects provide a new concept of general luminous
distribution designs without a special lens, which needs
further research.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, an efficient LED COB-packaging configuration
that involves a PLS with periodic triangular structures on
it was presented. Ray dynamics analysis indicated that the
efficiency of LED COBs is strongly influenced by the slopes
of these structures, presenting an optimal range of inclination
angles α from 22.5° to 45° for LEE improvement under
the condition that the refractive index of the encapsulant is
1.41. Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations showed a maximum
42% LEE improvement for this configuration compared with
the conventional configuration. LED COBs based on the
PLS were fabricated, and the LOP of this configuration was
improved by 41.07%, confirming the theoretical analysis and
simulations. Meanwhile, the PLS COB can also change the
angular distribution of intensity with the half-peak side angle
ranging from 101.84° to 141.80°. These laboratory findings
are attributed to the ray redirection effect caused by the
inverted-cone array, which guides more light to escape from
the encapsulant-air interface and makes it to propagate in
desirable directions.

In order to improve the design of PLS COB devices, there
is still a long way to go, e.g., the effects of different phosphor
coating methods and the reliability issues for such devices
are less studied. Such topics will be interesting and need
further researches.
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